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1. Underlying  event-more or less everything exept hard trigger 

(say soft+ softer components of jets). 

Aim of present talk – we argue that standard geometric picture is not enough 

and one needs to understand different types of correlations, both soft and 

hard to have full understanding of underlying event physics. 

 

2. Geometrical picture of underlying event. 
Consider proton-proton collisions in impact parameter space 



Standard approach go to impact parameter space 

and use optical theorem 

A-scattering amplitude for 2 to 2 process. Formula is rather general-pp, 

photon+p (DIS),…-usually parametrised by experimental data. 



 

using impact parameter space picture it is straightforward to develope 

a mean field  geometric approach to pp collisions. The parameters  

of such model can be fixed by HERA data (dipole approach), and one can proceed to  

calculation of multijet probabilities. 

The impact parameter dependence of profile functions at HERA is determined by the same GPD that is 

determined through analysis of exclusive production of vector mesons. So if we know the total cross section in 

HERA, we can directly connect impact factor behaviour of profile functions at HERA with that of GPD, thus 

expressing the cross sections in terms of parton densities. 

This gives explicit connection between cross sections and transverse parton distributions in nucleon. 

Based on QCD factorisation theorem 

Collins,Frankfurt,Strikman 



1-parton GPD is HERA is well described in  factorised form, as product of usual pdf and 

two gluon formfactor 

is of order  GeV and decreases with x 



Can use this simple transverse picture of nucleon to describe pp collisions.Example-

multijet events (Frankfurt,Strikman,Weiss, 2003) 

This gives distribution of dijet probability, similar –n dijet. In the same way-dijet profile function: 

Very similar picture can be applied for mean field calculation 

of MPI 

Rogers,Strikman,Stasto 2008 



How good is geometric approach (especially if one starts to use experimental 

parametrisations of profile functions? 

Two examples: minijet multiplicities and MPI 

Geometry of double parton collision in impact parameter 

picture 



Test of geometrical picture in dijet event ( Azarkin,Dremin,Strikman 2014) 

--------------------------- 

Maximum-at b=0, and we get 4 using  

Need correlations/hot spots to explain very high multiplicities 



Jet multiplicity=σ(inclusive 
jet)/σ(inelastic nondiffractive)(pp) 

Another example-MPI 

At least 10 dijet events per 

nondiffractive event even at p  >3 

GeV 

Grebenyuk,Hautmann,Jung,Katsas,Knutsson 2012 

t 



Blok,Dokshitzer,Frankfurt,Strikman 2010 

Mean field calculations of MPI-done first in 

eighties in coordinate space- 

The four jet calculations can be done directly in the momentum space 

Expressed through nucleon light cone wave function. 





 



 
Conclusion: new insights beyond geometric/mean field approach are needed 

to fully understand UE. 



 

  Example:multiparton correlations in MPI 

Blok,Doksitzer,Frankfurt,Strikman,2010,2011,2012,2013; 

Ryskin and Snigirev,2011, Gaunt and Stirling, 2011, Gaunt 2013,Gaunt,Maciula,Szczurec 2014, 

Diehl,Osterwalder and Schafer. 2012 

a) Four to four     b) three to four   ------------ but no two to four 

Blok,Dokshitzer,Frankfurt,Strikman 

2010,2011 

Gaunt Stirling 2011 



 

Parton model structure of new topologies 

There are two types of three to four contributions. The first –when there is 

radiation after the split, the second –when there is not. This leads to different 

types of singularities:  

Short split singularity Long split singularity 



 





Short split 



The total double dijet cross section 

Nonlinear QCD evolution equations: 







4 gluonic jets at LHC. 

Similar calculations for Wjj,ZZ,WW at LHC, CDF –see BDFS 2013 

Multiparton correlations decrease the   σs   by the order of 2, and consequently  

Increase dijets  numbers in UE. The   σ     is now dynamical and depends on hard scale. eff 

eff 

Recently confirmed  Gaunt,Maciula,Szczurec  2014 



Soft correlations in MPI (BDFS arXiv 1206.5594) 



 



Conclusions: 

1. There are important additions to a simple mean field/geometrical picture of underlying 

event. 

2. Such corrections may include multiparton correlations, both soft and perturbative, 

That explain MPI and for small pt will give significant contributions to multiplicities. 

3. Other types of correlations are currently under study by many groups, 

In particular large MPI at zero impact paramter (3 to 4) must lead to large color 

Correlations. Such correlations are in initial state of study 

(see e.g. HERWIG people talks+ recent work by Argyropoulos and Sjostrand 
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